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Abstract 
 
The 2011 Tresviso expedition was a joint colloboration between a number of UK 
based caving clubs and the AD KAMI (Madrid) club.   
 
Building on some small scale expeditions over the past couple of years the 2011 trip 
re-explored the major resurgence cave of the Eastern Massif area, resurveying and 
re-rigging with a longterm goal of enabling continued exploration of the cave and the 
area over the next few years. 
 
A number of other sites were visited, all part of the wider work being undertaken 
and a number of successes were achieved. 
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Introduction 
 
The Picos de Europa is a range of mountains 20km inland from the northern coast of 
Spain, forming a Westerly extension of the Cantabrian Mountains.  It consists of 
three main areas, the Central, Eastern and Western Massifs.  It was the Eastern 
Massif that drew the attention of Lancaster University Speleological Society (LUSS) in 
the early 1970s.  

 
The early years of LUSS exploration were spent pushing Cueva del Nacimiento (Cueva 
del Agua)1 located at the foot of the mountain range.  Over the years this was 
pushed to around the 11km and +300m mark, but after several years the cave was 
abandoned as all the major routes sumped and no continuation could be found. 
 

 
Picture: Consort Hall Camp (1977) – Cueva del Nacimiento. (LUSS) 

 
LUSS turned their attention to the Andara region higher up the mountain range and 
sought caves that would drop into the Nacimiento system and create a record-
breaking 1500m through trip.   They found a number of deep caves around this ‘top 
camp’ area.  Sara, Tere, Flowerpot and Sima 56 were all pushed to respectable 
depths.  At the time Sima 56 was the deepest in Spain at –1169m deep.   
 
In 1986 / 87 SWCC and LUSS briefly turned their attention back to Nacimiento and 
investigated a number of sumps and pushed a bold steeply ascending ramp, gaining 
over 200m of height at the back end of the Nacimiento system, with a number of 
leads left unexplored. 

                                                        
1 Cueva del Nacimiento is the official Spanish name for the cave known to UK cavers as Cueva del 
Agua.  All UK publications pre-1996 refer to the cave as Cueva del Agua. 
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Later lightweight expeditions by LUSS and SWCC in the 1990’s and 2000’s have 
investigated caves and shafts around the Sierra del Corta region of the massif, an 
obvious middle area between the deep systems and the resurgence, which may have 
provided a middle entrance to the larger system 
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Expedition Aims 
 
The main objective of the 2011 expedition was to re-investigate the leads left over 
from the 1986/7 SWCC exploration at the back-end of Nacimiento.  A series of steep 
ascending ramps (‘The Teeth of Satan’) contain a number of unexplored avens, with 
surface debris, that may hold the key to a route deeper into the mountain and 
towards the current limit of exploration in Sima 56 (at -1169m).   

 

1. Approximately 25m up the first section of the ‘Teeth of Satan’ ramp is an 

obvious active inlet coming down an aven.  The aven is around 27m high and 

would appear to be a separate system coming into the cave.   

2. A side route from the ‘Teeth of Satan’ leads to an area called ‘Space, The Final 

Frontier’.  Here a steep ramp, at least 20m, has never been climbed. 

3. Continuing on from ‘Space, The Final Frontier’ is a massive chamber, called 

‘Death Race 2000’ which is entered 2/3rd of the way up.  There are 2 

unexplored avens over the deepest part. 

4. The main ramp continues before encountering a passage and chamber with a 

climb down to a small stream, ‘The Twilight Zone’.  The stream has not been 

fully investigated. 

 
Picture: Tresviso and Andara region objectives. 
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Secondary Objectives: 
Time permitting the expedition would investigate the following leads: 
 

1. Valdediezma / Sierra del Corta leads.  Various unexplored leads require re-
visiting.  
 

2. Torca Septrin, pushed to -140m in 2010.  Depth potential of around -800m, 
heading for Cueva del Nacimiento.   

 
3. Climbing of unexplored ramps in Cueva del Rio Chico, possibly heading 

toward Fallen Bear Hole (Torca de Branarredonda) and a parallel cave system 
to the Sima 56-Nacimiento system. 

 
4. Re-logging of 1970’s, 1980’s co-ordinate data at numerous sites for 

publication on re-launched website. 
 

5. Help A.D. KAMI with exploration of Torca Jou Sin Tierre, at -856m in 2010. 
 

 

 
Picture: Looking North from Andara. (Simon Woolhead)  
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Exploration of Cueva del Nacimiento 
 
A full description of Cueva del Nacimiento is not provided here, but comprehensive 
descriptions and surveys can be found in previous reports.2 
 
The exploration and rigging of Cueva del Nacimiento in 2011 was undertaken over 4 
trips, involving 3 people.  Only 1 of the rigging team had been down the cave before 
(and that was over 15 years previously) so progress was initially slow, while the 
various old surveys were interpreted and followed.   
 
Very early on it was decided to re-rig and place new bolts at appropriate points, in 
order to speed up the later pushing trips and to generally make the pitches and 
climbs safer.  A lot of in-situ rope was encountered throughout the cave, some 
probably dating back to the original 1970’s exploration. 
 
Initial rigging trips 
The first rigging trip, to carry initial bags to “Boulder Hall”, proved problematic at 
first.  Rather high water levels proved quite intimidating in the main stream way, 
with no one feeling particularly comfortable until we were well above the stream 
way and entering the passages leading to the “Black Hole”.  Route finding from here 
proved a lot easier with the 1970’s description proving invaluable and brought us 
without problem to “Clapham Junction” and the start of ”The Ramp”.  A rescue 
dump was placed here for the duration of the expedition. 
 

 
Picture: Main Stream way, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker) 

                                                        
2 "Expeditions to Tresviso and the Picos de Europa in Northern Spain (1974-1977)". LUSS (1978). "An 
Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain".LUSS. (1979). "Agua '86 and '87". SWCC. (1987) 
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The in-situ rope on the ramp was inspected and it was decided to be left in place.  
From the top of the ramp we made quick progress to the base of “Boulder Hall” 
where a couple of bags of rope were left for the next trip into the cave. 
 
The following day the ambitious plan was to take some more bags to “Boulder Hall” 
before collecting the existing ones and progressing to “Consort Hall” and the site of 
the planned underground camp.  From the top of “Boulder Hall”, although the 
character of the cave changes, with large walking passage, the passage is 
interspersed with lots of up and down climbs.  The majority of climbs were already 
rigged but the quality of rope and bolt placement was worrying in places, so the 
decision was made to re-rig the climbs where required. 
 

 
Picture: Boulder Hall, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker) 

 
Shortly after the climbs the main 22m pitch is encountered.  A few warnings received 
about the nature of the rock (or lack of it) proved accurate, with the entire main 
pitch head being a big calcite flow.  The normal route down, via ladder, was not 
suitable for an SRT approach so eventually a small section of solid rock was found 
behind some precarious stalagmites to create an adequate rebelay and eliminate any 
rope rub.  Over the expedition numerous tweaks to the rigging were made, but the 
pitch remains quite awkward and care is needed when changing over at the rebelay. 
From the bottom of the pitch the cave continues steeply upwards over very 
treacherous degraded calcite before reaching the “Hole in the Wall”.  The noise 
emitting from the hole is fantastic and the current of air being forced through is 
enough to blow dirt up into the eyes. 
 
The next major obstacle encountered was the “sump”.  Despite being told that the 
sump had dried up in the 80’s we were disheartened to find that there was still quite 
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a large amount of water present.  As rope had now run out on this second trip, the 
friendly side of the sump was seen as a good point to turn back. 
 
On the third trip we decided to spend a couple of hours bailing the sump.  The 
bailing was cold and miserable work, but after about 2 hours it was possible to pass 
the sump without getting wet.  Quick progress was then made rigging two further 
short down pitches (12m, 13m), with the final pitch landing in “Consort Hall”.  From 
“Consort Hall” the passage is very impressive before the start of “Son of Ramp”.  This 
proved to be a lot steeper that the original ramp and the in-situ polypropylene rope 
was quickly removed and replaced with some newer (5 years old) rope.  Shortly after 
another climb was reached where the rope was replaced and the turnaround 
decided.   Even more disheartening on the return was the sump had returned back 
to its normal level! 
 
The final rigging trip proved to be a rather long and epic trip, consuming a lot of rope 
and time.  After the climb at the previous limit the cave takes on a very old and 
degraded state, including a few climbs up that were temporarily rigged with new 
rope to aid the later pushing trips.   

 
Picture: Passage above Son of Ramp, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker) 
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The “Big Rift” was the last major obstacle before the start of the “Teeth of Satan” 
climbs.  It’s not the most pleasant of pitches with a lot of time spent wallowing 
against the mud coated sides.  From the bottom an easy traverse pops out at the 
“Hall of the Green Domino.” 
 
An hour or so was lost trying to find the start of the “Teeth of Satan” climbs, the 
1986 description describes the climbs as high above the “Bloody Lake”, but nothing 
obvious could be found.  It was only on beginning the exit that an obvious rope was 
spotted heading towards a steep ramp, in the middle of the “Hall of the Green 
Domino”. 
 
Teeth of Satan 
The initial underground camp and push on the “Teeth of Satan” was undertaken over 
4 days, with 5 people at camp at its peak. 
 
A lot of rope had been carried to the end and this was put to good use. The climbs 
themselves were either re-climbed using fixed lines or re-rigging and replacing if 
necessary as we went.  Quick progress was made up a number of 45 degree ramps, 
before climbing several steeper pitches and a free climb, until we were out of rope. 
 
The following day two more ramps were climbed, until no more rope, leaving 
progress at the foot of the wet aven looking promising but uninviting. This was one 
of the original intended objectives but due to its wet nature and the main draft still 
coming down the ramps it was left for another day and the next free climb was 
scaled.  This final climb for the day emerges at what is believed to be the actual 
“Teeth of Satan”, a flat section of passage with a number of obvious ways leading 
off.  This was the limit of exploration on the first pushing trip.  

 
Picture: The Teeth of Satan, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker) 
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Death Race 2000  
The second underground camp and push on the “Teeth of Satan” was undertaken 
over 4 days with 6 people visiting the camp, followed by a team of 6 when the de-
rigging started. 
 

 
Picture: Consort Hall camp, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker) 

 
Back to the far point, a lot of time had been spent outside trying to make sense of 
the surveys.  The plan was to go straight on and up.  A few more climbs, up one of 
the marked survey leads, up a hard overhang finally reached an area of real caving 
and what was expected to be new ground.  However, it was quickly discovered that 
this was previously explored when a number of carbide dumps were stumbled upon.  
Unfortunately this bore no resemblance to the survey. 
 
It later transpired that this lead was in fact the main route onto Death Race 2000, 
either a mistake on the survey, or another route into the same passage. 
 
On a further photography and surveying trip a small climb close to the “Teeth of 
Satan” was scaled and a previously unknown aven was discovered.  Access is via a 
small eyehole that enters probably halfway up the aven. It was not possible to gauge 
the height or depth of the aven. 
 
On the final day, a few more climbs and traverses were rigged before Death Race 
2000 was finally reached.  The chamber itself is huge, probably around 40m across, 
with  a balcony of boulders arcing round the left hand side and a massive cliff 
plunging down to the right with the sound of water rising up from the hole. At the 
far side to the chamber are the 2 avens entering from higher up the mountain. 
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Time and rope had by now run out and the de-rig was started.  All down pitches 
were de-rigged, the camp and all rescue kits removed.  The climbs and ramps 
throughout the cave have been left rigged. 
 
Howling Hole 
The Howling Hole is located just past the “Hole in the Wall”, up an awkward climb, 
and was described as a tight slot.  A couple of trips were spent examining this lead.  
It was found that the ‘hole’ itself no longer howls, but a sizable draft is emitted from 
a small sump located at the base of the passage, presumably as the water has 
dropped since the original discovery. 
 
The roof above the sump was slowly enlarged but it remains rather difficult as the 
dig face can only be reached via a tight and awkward crawl.  The sump itself is tight 
but it is horizontal and very shallow so hammering over the top or free-diving may 
be feasible. 
 
Dragons Lair 
Following up on a lead from the 1996 Mendip Cave Group report, a small passage 
was followed into approximately 100m of new cave and a well decorated chamber, 
christened the “Dragon’s Lair”.   
 

 
Picture: Formations in the Dragon’s Lair, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Maxine Bateman) 
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The future 
The aven in Death Race 2000 still appears to be the most promising dry lead in the 
cave.  With the cave now rigged it should be fairly straightforward to quickly get to 
the chamber and start the climbs.   
 
In addition the other leads on the “Teeth of Satan” route could be attempted, but 
given the problems with the 1986 / 87 survey notes and descriptions, it’s 
recommended that a high quality survey is undertaken. 
 
The Howling Hole lead could prove fruitful with a few days of concentrated effort.  
However, its proximity to known passages casts some doubt on the prospects, with 
the potential for the passage to drop back into the lower route leading into the 
mountain. 
 
Sometime should be spent re-exploring the “Grand Circle” area at the back end of 
the cave.  Powerful lights and plenty of cavers may show up some previously missed 
leads. 
 
Finally the upstream sump should be dived.  This was never completed on the 1987 
expedition and the way on in the sump is wide open. 
 

 
Picture: The Twilight Zone, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker)  
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Survey: Teeth of Satan, Cueva del Nacimiento.
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Survey: Cueva del Nacimiento, Tresviso.
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Exploration of Cueva de la Marniosa 
 
A full description of Cueva de la Marniosa is not provided here, but comprehensive 
descriptions and surveys can be found in previous reports.3 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa was not originally intended as one of the objectives for the 
2011 trip, but as a cave diver, with equipment, was present on the trip it seemed a 
good idea to check out the downstream sumps.  In the wider picture of the area, 
Marniosa is most likely a feeder into the Nacimiento system, and the downstream 
sumps the most likely route into Nacimiento.  Although a potential difficult bottle 
carry, sump 2 was described as large and clear and most importantly un-dived. 
 
Rigging 
Marniosa was re-rigged over 2 trips.  All the pitches above the stream way proved to 
be fairly easy to re-rig with minimal effort.  The pitch down to the stream way 
(Papoose Pitch) proved to the start of some more awkward rigging.  The pitch is 
really a muddy climb that is quite dangerous if a slip is taken.  It has now been rigged 
from a higher point and avoids a lot of the mud. 
 

 
Picture: First pitch, Cueva de la Marniosa. (Phil Walker) 

                                                        
3 "An Expedition to the Picos de Europa Northern Spain".LUSS. (1979) 
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The downstream section of stream way is very impressive with a few small pitches 
requiring some traversing above the stream way before dropping back down.  The 
route taken this year was different to the original ladders routes through the stream 
way and consequently uses more rope than the original descriptions. 
 
Sump 1 
Due to illness a second diver was unable to attempt the first sump, so only the initial 
diver went through.  The sump itself is fairly straightforward being around 20m long, 
rather than the 40m as described in some journals.  The route to the pitch beyond 
the sump was followed and the diving bottles and lead left from a 2000 diving trip 
were found.  Due to time and resources the pitch was left unclimbed, so a future trip 
would need to either descend and then ascend the other side, or traverse the pitch 
head to re-gain the passage leading onto Sump 2 
 
The future 
Sump 2 still remains un-dived, but the survey would suggest it is heading straight 
towards Nacimiento around 3.5km away. 
 
The draft present throughout the cave is lost around the final pitch in the stream 
way.  Climbing and more powerful lights around this area may pay dividends. 
 
The upstream chamber, “Hall of the Mountain King” lies close to the head of the 
Sobra Valley.  There are a number of small sinks in this area that may reveal a second 
entrance into the system and a very sporting through trip. 
 

 
Picture: Looking toward Marniosa from head of the Sobra Valley. (Phil Walker)
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Survey: Cueva de la Marniosa, Tresviso.
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Other Caves 

T69 

WGS84 UTM – x: 0362742 y: 4789191 z: 1248m 
 
Location  
From the end of the Sierra del a Corta, going from the car park at Jitu de Escarandi to 
Beges take the obvious turn right up through the Sierra del a Corta.  The track 
continues for approx. 100m past various shake holes.  An obvious shaft immediately 
adjacent to the track on the right hand side is the T68 / T69 shake hole. 
  
Entrance 
In same shake hole as T68.  From the main track head down into the shake hole, 
keeping the T68 shaft on your left hand side.  To the right and in the back wall of the 
shake hole is an obvious boulder with a hole behind.  A strong draft emanates from 
the hole. 
  
Description 
T69 was first noted in LUSS 44 as follows:     7m pitch to squeeze and 3m climb into 
small chamber. A rift leads off, this draughts strongly but is too tight. 
  
In 2010 the rift was enlarged by digging out the floor, descending for around 3m to a 
false floor in the rift.  A subsequent crawl for 4m leads to a 6 inch slot, where rocks 
rattle a long way down (20m very tight, then 20m opening up). 
 

 
Picture: T69 Pozo Motilla, Sierra del Corta. (Duncan Hornby) 

                                                        
4 “LUSS 4 Vol 2 No 1”. LUSS. (1987). 
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In 2011 a dig was started at the false floor in the rift.  This was dug for around 1.5 
metres revealing the head of a pitch.  The pitch head remains constricted and will 
require widening.  A draft is still evident coming up the pitch. 

 

 
Survey: T69 Pozo Motilla, Sierra del a Corta  
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T553 

WGS84 UTM – x: 0362591 y: 4788765z:1295m 
 
Location  
From the end of the Sierra del a Corta, going from the car park at Jitu de Escarandi to 
Beges take the obvious turn right up through the Sierra del a Corta.  The track 
continues for approx. 100m past various shake holes.  Continue up the track for 
another 100m at the obvious switchback (approx. 25m from end of the track) leave 
the track and traverse round the head of the Sierra del a Corta for another 100m. 
 
Entrance 
An obvious steep-sided shake hole, very grassy with the northern side of hole 
exposed (no trees).  In the bottom of the shake hole, on the southern side is an 
obvious hole, with slight draft. 
  

 
Picture: T553 shake hole, Sierra del Corta (Duncan Hornby) 

Description 
Shake hole with 19 m pitch. At the bottom is an L-shaped chamber, 2 m wide, 10 m 
long.  A 10 inch crack, with a slight draught, goes down a further 4 m. This needs to 
be re-investigated.  
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T504 

WGS84 UTM – x: 0361135 y: 4789303 z: 1341m 
 
Location  
From the car park at Jitu de Escarandi, head towards the obvious col and over 
towards the Valdediezma.  Take the left hand route between the peak, and skirt 
around the right hand side toward the treeline.  Continue past T500 and carry on 
around the right hand side of the hill.  At the end of the Picas de Valdelafuente is an 
obvious large shake hole.   Approx. 25m NW of hole labelled T503 is T504. 
 
Entrance 
Obvious shake hole with a number of entrances. 
 
Description 
A 3m climb down under boulder leads to a rock bridge.  On the left hand side a 5m 
shaft connects to a shaft on the right hand side.  A 3m climb to another rock bridge.  
A pitch of 6m leads to a false floor followed by another 13m pitch. 
 
A 5m pitch and then 10m pitch leads to the lower level and a 15 x 2m chamber.  At 
the bottom of the pitch a possible continuation is a tight passage that drops out of 
view with a slight draft, not explored. 

 

 
Picture: T504 continuation, unexplored. (Duncan Hornby)  
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T507 

WGS84 UTM – x: 0361088 y: 4789306 z: 1355m 
 
Location  
T507 is located in the same shake hole as T504.  T507 is the first obvious hole at the 
top and to the left if walking down from the ridge of the Valdelafuente. 
 
Entrance 
Obvious hole in fissured depression 
 
Description 
A short climb down lands on a leaf and mud onto debris heap, continuing down to 
the left is the start of first pitch, sling on boulder to left. A 13m drop, is tight before 
increasing in size.  Pitch lands in large cross rift.  Facing out from pitch, right hand 
route is tight rift with holes in the floor – not yet explored. 
 
The left hand route leads over large boulder into the top of a large rift / chamber.  
Originally it was possible to climb down another 5 metres to the top of the main 
pitch, but for safety reasons it is best to rig from this point. 
 
The pitch is around 100m deep in total, but is best re-belayed at a number of obvious 
sections (see survey).  The pitch ends on the top of a boulder choke with no apparent 
way on. 
 

 
Picture: T507, top of main pitch. (Duncan Hornby) 
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Survey: T507, Valdelafuente.  
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Conclusion 
The main objective of the 2011 expedition was to reach the Teeth of Satan climbs at 
the back end of Cueva del Nacimiento and investigate the leads left by the earlier 
expeditions. 
 
The re-rigging of Nacimiento took much longer than expecting, largely down to 
reduced manpower and it took 4 trips to rig the cave and set up an underground 
camp to support the climbs. 
 
The first objective of the climbs was the wet aven, approximately 50m up the first 
ramp.  Although this was reached easily, the amount of water and the technical 
difficulty of bolting the aven up, meant it was deferred as the first objective and the 
team continued up the ramps, following the draft.   
 

 
Picture: The Beasts Ramp, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker) 

 
The climbs proved difficult in places (a testament to the previous explorers) and it 
took a lot longer than expected to climb the more tricky ones.  It soon became 
obvious that the 1986/87 surveys were not entirely accurate.  Although a lot of in-
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situ rope and other signs were encountered, indicating the correct route was being 
followed; the route and descriptions did not match what was being discovered.  For 
this reason a re-survey was undertaken 
 

As time began to run short, it was agreed to continue to follow the draft and 
investigate the avens in the Death Race 2000 chamber.  This was the furthest and 
highest point of the known cave.  On the last planned day in Nacimiento, the 
chamber was reached.  It was as impressive as described, being approx. 40m across, 
full of huge boulders and 2 avens entering over the deepest part.  It appears that the 
draft may come down one of these avens and the consensus was that the avens 
were scalable. 
 
The cave has been left rigged, with the exception of 3 down pitches, so that next 
year the team can reach the backend in a day and start immediately on the Death 
Race 2000 avens. 
 
In addition a new line survey to the backend was completed and around 100m of 
new passage discovered near the entrance series. 
 

On the Sierra del Corta and Valdelafuente regions a number of old and new caves 
were pushed and explored with a number of locations ideal for a potential quick 
route into the end of Nacimiento.   
 
Work also continued on logging old and new sites for inclusion in a new database of 
the various sites in the area. 
 

 
Picture: The Oasis, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker) 
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Appendix A: History of Exploration 
The following is a brief outline of the major events in the exploration of the Eastern 
Massif area over the past 40 years. 
 

Club Year Main Events 

LUSS  1970-71 Recce to Cueva del Piscarciano and Hoz de Arreba 

LUSS  1972 Los Corrales de Buelna 

LUSS  1974 Cares Corge – first hear about Tresviso 

LUSS  1975 Tresviso, exploration of Cueva del Nacimiento (Cueva del Agua) 

LUSS  1976 Cueva del Nacimiento exploration continued, first visit to Andara region, higher up the mountain 

LUSS  1977 
Underground camps in Nacimiento,  

Top Camp - Sara Tere, RCA6 "3 Second hole" - Sima 56 discovered 

LUSS  1978 
Cueva del Nacimiento pushed to  ‘Colin’s Climax’ 

Top Camp - Sara, Boulderosa, Sima 56 entered explored 

LUSS  1979 

Cueva del Nacimiento pushed to Grand Circle (11km total) 

Boulderosa to -313m 

Tere to -487m 

Sima 56 to -494m 

Sara to -635m 

Marniossa to 3.5km 

LUSS  1980 
Tere, Flower Pot, Dosser's Delight explored 

Sima 56 pushed Death Wish pitch 

LUSS  1981 

Tere to -792m 

Flowerpot to -720m 

Dossers Delight to -294m 

LUSS  1982 Sima 56 camps, pushed to -820m 

LUSS  1983 Sima 56 pushed to -1169m, remains deepest cave in Picos for a few years 

LUSS  1984 
Dossers Delight -500m 

Cueva del Nacimiento - Road to Certain Death sump dived but not passed 

LUSS  1985 
Sima 56 concluded, still at -1169m 

Dossers Delight pushed to -831m 

LUSS 1986 Dossers Delight remains at -831m 

SWCC 1986 

Road to Certain Death sump dived to -64m in Cueva del Nacimiento 

Teeth of Satan +200m ramp found in Cueva del Nacimiento 

Belgians find ‘Rio Mancondiu’ in Sara 

LUSS 1987 Sara revisited 

SWCC 1987 Cueva del Nacimiento, ‘Teeth of Satan’ pushed.  Cows head Cavern pushed to 1km 

LSD 1987 French group explore Valdominguero area 

  1988-1993 LUSS activity dwindles 

OJE 1993 
Spanish clubs push Torca de Branarredonda to -420m (previously called Fallen Bear Hole by 
LUSS) 

LUSS 1994 
Middle Entrance.  Cheese Cave to -90m, with constriction (previously called Cave of the Dug Out 
entrance) 

OJE 1994 Torca de Branarredonda to -470m  

OJE 1995 Cows head Cavern pushed to 3km long 

LUSS 1995 Cheese cave - constriction pushed to further constriction -100m 

SWCC 1995 Sara exploration 

LUSS 1996 Cheese cave hammering, no progress, still at -100m 

AD KAMI 2000 Torca Jou Sin Tierre discovered 

AD KAMI 2005 Torca Jou Sin Tierre pushed to -730m 

AD KAMI 2005 Torca Jou Sin Tierre pushed to -852m 

SWCC 2010 Cheese Cave constriction passed, cave to -126m 

SWCC 2010 Torca Septrin extended down to -140m 
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Appendix B: Expedition Log 
The following are abridged extracts from individual member’s daily logs.  The author 
is indicated by the highlighted initials. 
 
3rd August 2011 
Tresviso         PW, PR 
Finally arrived in Tresviso at around 3pm today (Wednesday). Weather pretty 
overcast, so the usual great views not to be seen. It's been a few years since I've 
walked round Tresviso and it's changed quite a bit. A lot of new houses and even the 
old ones have been touched up. On the way in I arranged to meet Carolyn (ex-pat, 
ex-LUSS who lives nearby) at the bar. 
 
On arrival we spot a group of suspicious looking men, the 'espeleo' t-shirts 
suggesting they might be Spanish cavers.  It turns out to be some of the members of 
AD KAMI club, who have turned up to meet us. An hour or so of networking and 
weather reporting follows. It seems that the concerns we had about weather have 
been correct. They encountered a lot of water in their on-going exploration of Torca 
Jou Sin Tierre (CS-9), so much so that they seem to have decided on calling it a day, 
despite only arriving on Saturday!  After some more conversation it seems that it 
may also be the end of exploration in the cave for good anyway, as all leads have 
dried up. We have a discussion about some possible old LUSS leads that I think might 
be worth a re-visit, in particular Pozo del Castillo, which lies close to their area of 
interest. However, it seems that they will be going back to Madrid tomorrow 
anyway, so will not be able to help out in Nacimiento.  Plans are made to report back 
both ways and explore further possibilities of collaborative work next year, with 
various projects mooted, including any continuing work in Nacimiento, Castillo and 
possibly diving the sumps in Sara.  Finally, we arrange to meet up in the morning to 
take them along to T69 on the Sierra del a Corta before they leave for Madrid. 
 
Soon after the Spanish groups departure Carolyn arrives and we get a first look at 
the bunkhouse. It's a lot better than expected and should suit our needs. However, 
danger of cabin fever once full up! 
 
4th August 2011 
T69 and Cueva de la Marniosa      PW, PR 
Woke up at a reasonable hour, but we had a potential wait until 10am for the 
Spanish cavers to turn up at the bar for breakfast. While debating whether this 
actually means 11am in Spanish terms, we packed ready for both the planned trip to 
T69 and some ropes for an afternoon jaunt to Marniosa.  At 10:30 the Spanish 
checked in with a phone call explaining they would not be able to meet up as the 
cars were fully packed and they needed to get back to Madrid. So we had a quick 
coffee and set off in the car up to the parking area. 
 
T69 
T69 was a lead, on the Sierra del a Corta, left over from the early 1980's LUSS 
expeditions. The original description states: 

http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/Andara/t145.html
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/Tresviso/agua.html
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/Tresviso/agua.html
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/Andara/t145.html
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/Andara/sara.html
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/corta/t69.html
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/corta/t69.html
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7m pitch to squeeze and 3m climb into small chamber. A rift leads off, this draughts 
strongly but is too tight. 
 
In 2010 I set Bob and Mike (SBSS) up the hill to try and expand the rift, the final 
report last year stated: 
floor of rift dug out, 3 metres down until rift widens. False floor in rift (possibly not 
thick). Crawl for 4 metres, 6 inch slot, where rocks rattle a long way down (20m very 
tight, then 20m opened up. Would take too long to cap. Lots of dangerous big flakes. 
Possibly dig up false floor? 
 
The location of T69 is in a prime spot to drop into Cueva del Nacimiento, being 
approximately 50m horizontally and 100m vertically from "Consort Hall". A route 
through could possible provide a quick route into the back end of Nacimiento and 
make a great through trip at the same time. For this reason I was keen to go back 
and check out how dangerous the lead actually was and it would be good to get a 
second opinion on the potential from PR. 
 
The walk in took about an hour and was quite sweaty. A breakfast of just one coffee 
seemed to take its toll, so lunch was quickly eaten on arrival. We dropped into the 
cave with a couple of free climbs and reached the previous point. The Bristol boy’s 
description proved pretty accurate, although the scary flakes not as many as I 
expected.  As time was getting on, we decided to have a stab at digging the false 
floor. The next 2 hours was spent taking it in turns digging the mud floor for around 
3 foot. Just as enthusiasm was waning a rather large rock was encountered in the 
middle of all the mud. It took about another half hour to excavate around it. A 
couple of well-placed hammer blows soon despatched it and then all the rocks and 
mud started to give a lot more and quick progress was made until a large black void 
could be seen. Excitement was building until a well-placed blow by PR took rock and 
hammer off down the newly created pitch! It seemed a good place to stop for the 
day and probably a suitable name for the cave in there somewhere. 
As it stands you can see down approx. 10m before the sides disappear and rocks roll 
off. The head of the pitch has a large awkward rock to be removed and around 2m 
down is a small constriction that will probably require a cap.  
 
Cueva de la Marniosa 
Although it was a late finish from T69 we decided to take the bag of rope and some 
metalwork down to the entrance to Marniosa, so after a quick coffee again at the 
taberna we set off back up the road and parked at the head of the Sobra Valley. I had 
never been to the Marniosa entrance so we relied on the 1970's description and 
Mark Sefton's GPS marks from 2000. The cave was surprising easy to find and there 
was a most impressive draft issuing out from the cave. Rope back dropped off and a 
quick look in the entrance (using my £5 Petzl Tikka, which justified its discount price 
tag by breaking). 
 
Tomorrow plan is to return to Marniosa and re-bolt the pitches and rig the cave 
ready for a potential cave dive later in the trip.   
 

http://www.sbss.info/
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/Tresviso/marniosa.html
http://www.picosandaracaving.info/Describe/Tresviso/marniosa.html
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5th August 2011 
Cueva de la Marniosa        PW, PR 
Miserable morning today, mist has set in around the village and a constant drizzle 
making everything wet.  Following on from last night’s quick recce down to the 
entrance to Marniosa, we set off fully laden with kit down to the entrance once 
more, but this time taking what seems to be a faster route. 
 
Marniosa turned out to be a great cave! Lots of fantastic formations and a rather 
pleasant compared to the usual horrible rifty Picos caves. The LUSS journal 
description (circa 1975) proved to be rather inaccurate and although we referred to 
a later updated survey we had various issues with rope lengths. In the end we spent 
some constructive time re-bolting pitches and made it as far as the stream way, 
before we turned back once the rope had turned out.  The various descriptions of 
Marniosa as a 'horrible' cave that a number of previous visitor’s had described did 
not seem to be the case (yet). Equipment has been dumped in the entrance ready 
for a return on Sunday to ferry some diving bottles to the cave and finish the rigging. 
 
As yet we have not started on the Nacimiento rigging, but some poor weather has 
meant we have opted for safer options and we can wait for the arrival of another 
expedition member in the next day or so to help with the equipment carry. 
 
7th August 2011 
Cueva de la Marniosa       PW, PR, DM 
Late morning start saw us at the cave by around 11am with the intention of rigging 
the remainder of the cave down to the sump and carrying in some diving bottles for 
PR, for a potential dive on Friday coming. This would also be our newest member’s 
(DM) first taste of caving in the Eastern Massif. 
 
The initial pitches were passed without any trouble, with a bit of re-rigging where 
required. The main ‘Midnight Chamber’ was still impressive and I attempted to some 
very amateur video camera work.  All generally plain sailing until I took a bit of a slip 
on a muddy section and landed on side of helmet, which promptly turned the light 
off, I knew I should have checked the connections before I left the UK!   The rather 
muddy slope down to the stream way was rigged on the other side and proved a lot 
friendlier to descend, instead of the Tom and Jerry antics on the previous trip. Back 
in the stream way we continued downstream to the 4m climb that had stopped us 
previously.  
 
At the bottom of this, things became a bit more complicated, the description says: 
After this the going is easy with potholed floor and chert bands in the walls. 
Eventually a pitch is met, where water descends through an eyehole. This may be by-
passed by easy traversing at a slightly higher level. After about 50m there is a 4m 
ladder climb back to the stream. The passage now becomes more difficult to 
negotiate, with many chert bands and nodules as the stream descends a series of 
small falls. The passage eventually gets larger, just before another pitch. 
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We reached the eyehole without problem and climbed up into the roof, the 
traversing became a bit dodgy and we abseiled down onto a ledge and then down 
into a small chamber with a waterfall coming in. However, it soon became apparent 
that the climb was actually a bit further ahead and we may have just used up all the 
available ‘dodgy’ rope coming down a longer route. Undeterred we continued on, 
with some rather sharp and steep climbs down before coming to the final 10m pitch. 
This had a lot of evidence of previous activity with a lot of slings and dynamic rope 
thrown round a flake to one side. 
 
After reaching the bottom of this, we soon came to a large pool, with was the start 
of a number of canals and chest deep wading. At this point DM and I waited while PR 
donned wetsuit and went off down the swims. DM had a look up in the roof, with a 
potential high-level route over the stream would require some bolting. PR returned 
with worrying news that it appeared the first sump had been re-lined recently, 
suggesting someone working in the area.  We started on the return journey and 
exited with not much issue. 
 
A few calls and emails in the evening did not turn up any information about anyone 
working at the sump, but seems unlikely it would be the same dive lines from the 
last ‘recorded’ dives circa 2000. 
 
8th August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento      PW, PR, DM 
The walk down the gorge was not too bad, getting down in approx. 30-45 minutes, 
depending on who you asked. The previous stashed equipment was still present and 
the water levels still really low. The dinghy was inflated, before we spotted the 
obvious problem, it was only intended for people under 55kgs, which ruled us all out. 
We still blew it up and although sitting quite low in the water we took turns getting 
across the entrance pool and ferried across the equipment. 
 
The initial part of the cave was straightforward, until you drop down into the stream 
way, which is quite intimidating, the cave takes a lot of water and there have been 
some heavy downpours in the past few weeks. I couldn’t remember what normal 
water levels would be (from my brief trip into the cave in 1996) but the classic 
‘photo’ shot in the stream way looked about right, so we pressed on. 
 
A turn off to the left, slowly climbs up and away from the stream, but route finding 
proved a big problem, so we dumped all the kit and set off lighter with the intention 
of trying to ensure we could find a route through, in case of future flooding. Bits of 
the cave looked familiar, well it had rocks, water and was quite dark! 
 
Eventually we came to a low crawl half filled with water that then popped out into a 
larger phreatic passage heading into the distance, this seem to match the description 
and we carried on hoping to find the section called the ‘Black Hole’. After a bit of 
jumping over rather impressive potholes in the floor we came to a climb down to a 
section covered in black deposits, a good match for the ‘Black Hole’. At the end of 
here a climb up on the left, leads to ‘Clapham Junction’ and the start of the ‘Ramp’, a 
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75m muddy climb. Feeling quite chuffed that we had got this far (probably not even 
a ¼ of the way through) we returned to get our bags and SRT kit. 
 
DM spent some quality time bailing the water filled crawl with his welly and lowered 
the level considerably, while we carried bags back towards the Ramp. Eventually we 
reached the “Ramp” once more and set off up it, using the vintage 30 year old rope 
left in place. The ramp itself is not too bad and is quite impressive, but does ascend 
quite steeply so the rope was essential. At the top the cave continues in large sandy 
passages, followed by some sandy crawls before we emerged into “Boulder Hall”, 
another very impressive section of cave, with, as the name suggests, a lot of 
boulders. We had planned an early leave time, so this seemed a good place to leave 
kit and stop for the day. 
 
We exited the cave in about an hour, which was good and then another hour up the 
gorge, this time proving a bit of a killer on my dodgy knee. 
 
9th August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento      PW, PR, DM 
The (over) confident plan was that we should be able to rig to the end of the cave 
today, so that we were ready for the arrival of the rest of the expedition at the 
weekend. 
 
Good progress was made to the “Ramp”, where emergency kit was stashed in case 
of being trapped by floods. The ascent of the ramp seemed easy today, and 
hopefully this one is supposed to be more difficult than the second ramp further into 
the cave. At “Boulder Hall” the latest rope brought in, was dumped and we collected 
our SRT kits, the drill and the 100m rope. 
 
The way on out of “Boulder Hall” are 2 x 10m climbs close together, the first of which 
was not particularly difficult and can be done without rope, but aware of the amount 
of kit we need to drag through the cave, a piece of rope was left in place. The second 
climb was a bit muddier, so again rope was left in place. The cave continues from 
here in large impressive passage, but a few climbs up and down, were rigged with 
rope to aid the effort. Eventually we reached the top of the 22m pitch. I had received 
some warnings about the pitch being difficult to rig due to the abundance of calcite 
and once I started down the pitch with the intention of bolting it up, it became quite 
obvious that the whole pitch head was a large slope of calcite.  
 
Initially I tried to rig off a natural stalagmite boss at the top of the pitch, but this 
would have resulted in a rather large rope rub where the pitch dropped off. The 
other side of the pitch (the usual route that ladders in the 70’s had been used on) 
was also covered in either hollow or rotten calcite. Eventually PR found the one 
piece of solid rock in the area, hidden behind some stalactites to one side and placed 
a couple of bolts. Some inventive rigging gave a free hang down the pitch but 
required a lot of care, especially after a 4 foot stalactite was sent crashing down the 
pitch and the second descent. 
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From the bottom of the pitch the passages remained huge, “Brian Baru’s Place”, but 
a number of climbs up and down provided rather time consuming and tiring. The 
first 100m rope was slowly being eaten up as we rigged and cut lengths from it.  The 
section of passage here is really well decorated, not something that is generally 
mentioned in many of the old reports, so it was quite pleasing to see quite a lot of 
formations, in particular a number of large calcite flows and a fantastic section of 
helictites in the roof.  
 
Eventually we reached a calcite slope with a small hole to the left hand side, in the 
distance a high pitch howl could be heard and when you look into the hole the force 
of air blows dust straight up! Getting through the ‘Hole in the Wall’ was entertaining 
as the dust meant you couldn’t look down to see where you were going, so a feet 
first feeling approach was employed. Once down the passage quickly arrives at a 5m 
pitch. The draft here makes it quite a cold place to hang around, so I had to don my 
balaclava for the first time this trip. By now we had used up all the current rope with 
the exception of some new 9mm of my own, this was used on the 5m pitch, but will 
need swapping over at some point with a more suitable length.  Now with no rope 
left we left the drill at the top of the pitch and carried on, in order to try and get to 
the sump, quite aware that we were nowhere near getting to the end of the cave 
today! 
 
The way on was relatively straightforward, again in fairly large passage. Eventually, I 
recognised a section of cave from photos that resembled the sump. It appeared that 
the water had totally gone, good news! However once I ducked down into the 
passage it became quite obvious the sump was not dry as expected, not so good 
news! Although the water is very low, it will still require a total soaking to get 
through, not the best thing when only half way through the cave. The force of air 
coming through was impressive once more, with a distinct howl and large waves 
being created on the surface of the water.  It seemed pointless to go through the 
sump as we had no more equipment, so after a brief chat on whether to bail the 
sump or swim through naked on our next trip, we departed. 
 
The trip back was remarkable quick, taking only about 2 hours from the sump back 
to the entrance, which included about 15 minutes re-rigging the 22m pitch in an 
effort to try and avoid more stalactites falling down.  In total a 7 ½ hour trip.  
 
11th August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento      PW, PR, DM 

Today's plan was to continue with the rig of Nacimiento, hopefully to the “Bloody 
Lake” were the climbing objectives could start next week. Weather was fairly 
overcast so the walk down the gorge was relatively pleasant. With more rope being 
carried in, the initial section of the cave passed in a blur and we reached the bottom 
of the Ramp in about 20 minutes. The water levels in the cave are slowly dropping, 
which is a good sign.  Once up the ramp we continued to the previous trips limit of 
the sump. 
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The decision had been made to try and bail the sump, in order to alleviate misery 
further down the line when the work next week starts. What followed was 2 hours of 
rather cold and wet misery as we passed dry bags, stuffed in tackle sacks up and 
down a calcite slope, while a howling draft chilled us to the bone! I tried to avert the 
feeling that we may just have created a sump behind us for the trip back. Eventually, 
the sump was lowered enough so that we could pass equipment and ourselves 
through with only the slightest contact with the now muddy floor. A top job by DM 
who, due to youth, was given the main job of sitting in the puddle of water. 
 
A series of climbs, hand lined with some rather dodgy looking rope (probably from 
original 1974 explorations!) were re-climbed and we proceeded to the 12m “Flake 
Pitch”. Just off to the right of the main passage here, we made a slight diversion to 
the “Oasis” a fantastic decorated section, another one for the photos when I take the 
camera. A bit more thrutching and up's and down eventually brought us to the 12m 
pitch into Consort Hall. A psychological boost as this was the site we hoped to get to 
on the second trip. 
Consort Hall still shows the remains of previous camps in the cave, including plastic 
sheeting, an open tin of sardines, toilet roll and trowel. By now the battery power in 
my drill had gone, as we have been re-rigging a lot of the pitches and climbs with 
through-bolts, so this was dumped at the Hall and we carried on with the rope to see 
whether the next few climbs would be rigged. 
 
The next section of the cave, "The Ripper", expecting it to be tight and arduous, 
turned out to be one of the nicer passages in the cave, nice easy walking in a 
downward trending tube with decorations on either side. At the bottom of the 
Ripper, the passage then heads once more upwards through 'Big Country' before 
hitting the bottom of "Son of Ramp". This is a steeper ramp than the original one, 
but only requires around 45m of rope. Again a rather dodgy piece of rope was 
attached, so we rescaled the ramp and added a nice shiny new piece of rope. 
Shortly after this section we encountered the first of a potential few climbs up that 
will need re-doing. This first one was already rigged with some hessian rope, that PR 
used to get up and then place a new rope on. Bags were dragged up and this was 
seen as a good turning point, as it was 6:15PM and probably a good 3 hours out of 
the cave from this point. 
 
The journey back was hit with some disappointment when we discovered that the 
sump had started to fill up! 2 hours possibly wasted!  We could still get through 
staying relatively dry, but need to see whether totally full up again on next trip as 
need to factor that into the longer trips. 
 
Out of cave at 9:15PM and back up hill by 10:30PM. A 9.5 hour trip today. 
 
13th August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento      PW, PR, DM 
With people arriving today and Nacimiento still not rigged to the end an early start 
saw the three of us (PW, PR, DM) down at the entrance by 10am in glorious 
sunshine. A lot of motivational problems were in evidence, as this would be the 4th 
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trip into Nacimiento, and as with a lot of caves it becomes a bit ‘samey’ when 
following the same route day after day. 
 
By the time we reached the climbs after the top of the “Ramp”, DM was not too 
happy. Too many days spent up at Xitu had worn the lustre of caving for him and he 
retreated out of the cave, while we carried on. The noise as we approached the ‘Hole 
in the Wall’ was terrific, the howl of the draft seemed louder than on the previous 
trips and makes the investigation of the actual ‘Howling Hole’ even more enticing. 
There must be some major undiscovered passage to generate such a draft, I guess 
the whole point of this trip.  
 
The next main obstacle was the sump. On the last trip it had slowly filled up despite 
our efforts at bailing it, so we were wary that it might have filled up to the same level 
over the previous day. We arrived to be pleasantly surprised by the level being the 
same as on our exit previously. After passing through the 3 bags it was possible to 
perform a sort of 1 armed push up and get through the sump only getting 1 hand 
wet.  A constant plod saw us eventually reached “Consort Hall”, were we dumped 
some ration packs, ready for future camping trips, picked up the drill and carried on. 
After a couple the climb up after “Son of Ramp”, the cave takes on a distinct dry and 
old phreatic passage character, slowly trending upwards before a final climb up 
opens out at the top of “The Big Rift”. 
 
A bit of debate over the route to follow (due to different descriptions in journals) we 
followed the obvious trail of spent carbide and old tins of sardines down the “Big 
Rift”. A rather muddy section of broken pitches dropped us down to a traverse line 
to the “Hall of the Green Domino”, excited that we were nearly at the objective 
point, a quick look at the description showed another 11m pitch, not shown on the 
survey, and we had run out of rope! Not wanting to turn round now, we quickly 
rigged the drop with the dynamic rope earmarked for the actual climbs and dropped 
finally into the “Bloody Lake”. Lake is perhaps being too generous, more of a puddle. 
 
We did a brief bit of scouting around looking for the start of the “Teeth of Satan” 
climbs, that start ‘high above the Bloody Lake’, but could not see any obvious ramps 
and / or drafts. By now it was already 6pm and we had at least a 4 hour journey out, 
so we decided to start the trip out. On the way back out of the ‘Hall of the Green 
Domino’ we spotted a rope going up into the roof, roughly above the Bloody Lake 
below us. By chance it seemed we had found the start of the ramps we intend to 
climb. Perhaps more intimidating was the actual steepness of the climbs. We had 
spent a few nights looking at the 1987 survey not quite believing that they could be 
as steep as the survey suggested. Looking at the reality, they might be steeper! 
 
The return journey was quite a killer, just slow and laborious with us eventually 
exiting at 10PM, followed by the 1 hour slog up the hill. By now painkillers for knee 
had well and truly worn off, with every step bringing out a grimace and a bit of a 
sulk. Total trip time was approx. 11 hours.   
Back at the bar, CB and DC had arrived. Between 1 and 2 am everyone else arrived at 
the bunkhouse. 
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14th August 2011 
Line Survey in Nacimiento (to Boulder Hall)    CB, DC, DH 
 
15th August 2011 
T69 - Pozo Motilla        PW, DH 
Plan today was for 2 small teams to visit the Sierra del a Corta, one group to look at 
T69 and one to look at some shafts higher up, that original were plugged with snow, 
but would be worth checking and see if global warming has helped out the caving 
world. 
T69 was my objective, with the intention of removing the boulder blocking the top of 
the new exposed pitch and seeing how tight the way on would be. Aided by DH we 
re-rigged the entrance climb using the old 1970’s polypropylene rope brought out of 
Nacimiento the other day.  
 
In at the sharp end we spent a good few hours trying to remove the large rock 
blocking the way, but it was still only half its original size.  It still looks quite tight, but 
possible one of the skinny youngsters could be lowered down it! 
 
Back on the surface the other group had not appeared so we set off further up the 
hill to look at a shake hole DH discovered last year which might be promising. 
Unfortunately it was a bit disappointing with no cave entrances. However, approx. 
50 metres to the East I came across another large shake hole. As it was getting late I 
pondered turning back, but at last minute decided to drop into the hole to take a 
look. A rather convoluted free climb, knocking a few microwave size boulders off in 
the process, got me down to the bottom of the shake hole and it felt noticeable 
cooler at the bottom, possibly a good sign. Over on the south of the hole was a small 
hole and underneath a shaft of approx. 25m. A slight draft was evident. Feeling 
rather pleased with myself and then remembered I had left my GPS back with DH, so 
after a climb out I retraced my steps to pick up the GPS and returned with DH. 
Plans to drop the shaft were dashed when DH’s sturdy ASDA plastic bag, used for 
carrying his SRT kit, broke before he had chance to get down to the shaft, so it was 
left for another day. Cave is currently designated as T553. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento       AB, PR 
Carried drill, batteries, personal food and kit to camp, where we picked up some 
stashed rope and took that, the drill and batteries on to the bottom of the ramps we 
were due to climb. 
Did my best not to be too far behind Phil. Amazing wind through roaring hole and 
across the sump, like sticking head out of car window. Lots of 45 degree ramps up 
and several awkward pitches   
The camp was a good, level and sandy, so got beds sorted close to the walls hoping 
to be out of the draught, still very noticeable even in this huge passage.  
 
Line Survey in Nacimiento (to Colin’s Climax)    CB, DM 
 
16th August 2011 
Andara         PW, PL, AT 
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Spent the day with AT and PL looking for a couple of caves in the Andara region, for 
future plans. 
 
T105 Italianos is probably the only safe, unblocked, entrance available to gain access 
to the Torca Boulderosa system. Boulderosa is -313m deep and ends in a boulder 
choke, however, a couple of ex-LUSS members have suggested that trying to traverse 
over the top of the pitch heads might be rewarding. This had proved successful in 
some of the deeper cave explorations in the past.  
 
Unfortunately, I didn’t have much success finding this one. Description states: 
The entrance is 50m west of the lake above the White House and close to the track. 
An obscure small rectangular mined entrance in the cliff face with Italianos painted 
beside it.  
 
Not much to go on, an obscure hole in an area riddled with mine entrances! GPS was 
not much luck either although bizarrely I’m pretty sure the GPS co-ordinates are new 
ones I logged in 2009, so will need to go back through my notes. 
 
T145 Pozo del Castillo is a cave I wanted to investigate last year, but was warned off 
by the Spanish due to the immensely dangerous nature of the mined sections of the 
system. However, following a conversation with the Spanish earlier in this trip, they 
seemed to know nothing about the cave, so I thought worth checking out once 
more.  The cave was originally explored by LUSS and then by the French Les Speleos 
Dromois (LSD) group, so the description is rather poorly translated: 
A thin trickle of water runs along the path, with a very strong draught. The noise of a 
waterfall was clearly heard which water flow was not comparable to the water 
already encountered. Some metres upstream an impenetrable inlet was found. 
Bottom at -293m …… At the bottom we cleared some rubble in just over an hour, 
permitting an advance of 2m. This led to a miniscule pool. More noise was heard 
beyond, but explosives were needed  
 
The references to noise and drafts are encouraging and it’s in a prime location for a 
deep system. In later years this cave has been connected to Pozo Natacha and T304 
Clockwork Pot (Torca del Reloj) in 1987, but the deepest and most promising lead 
remains Castillo. 
 
Bit more success with this one. I knew the rough area that Castillo was located and 
found it without too much issue. A rather large hole right by the track. The GPS co-
ordinates from the ‘Puch’ book proved pretty useless, I can only think they are exact 
conversations of the incorrect LUSS ones. However, an old hand drawn map of the 
area with caves marked proved spot on and Castillo was found and logged, along 
with a few others. Clockwork pot proved elusive and still not sure of its location, but 
probably walked right by it today. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento        AB, PR 
Carried more ropes to the end where we re-climbed fixed lines, re-rigging and 
replacing if necessary as we went. Made quick progress up these 45degree ramps, 
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then climbed several steeper pitches followed by a free climb, until we were out of 
rope. 
It felt very wrong starting up these ramps; the first was covered in tiny popcorn stal, 
which fell away tinkling below us. This was replaced as we got higher by a muddy 
slurry, though there were some fantastic stal covered with what looked like bracket 
fungus. A very enjoyable day but nice to get back to camp for hot food and drink, dry 
clothes and the sleeping bag. All felt even better when compared to the misery 
endured by other happy campers! 
 
17th August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Teeth of Satan)     AB, PR 
Carried more rope to top and continued up 2 more ramps, until no more rope, this 
left us at the foot of a wet aven looking promising but uninviting. Free climbed once 
more, using combined tactics as more and more of the holds fell off. 
 
Now feeling a long way away from the entrance, quite a few hours on from the 
camp, felt like we climbed efficiently but the slurry, scabby slabs and crumbly rock 
made everything feel very precarious. With the extra noise and cold of the water I 
was getting a bit strung out! We were out of rope but had traversed crumbly spires 
to the base of the aven, another climb was managed with combined tactics, even 
more necessary as the key holds fell off. Made some good progress at the top, 
possible bat bones and several possible ways on. Unfortunately I couldn’t enjoy this 
as I was preoccupied with how we we’re going to get back down the last climb, I 
must have been good because from nowhere we came upon a stash of 86 kit, this 25+ 
year old rope was immediately pressed into service allowing a far safer return. Back 
to the camp for a cup of tea, then we decided to get out of the cave rather than 
spend another night. Though I regretted it on the endless climb out of the valley with 
legs of lead. Too much food and drink too quickly, but we still managed a beer before 
bed. 
 
19th August 2011 
T69 Pozo Motilla        PW, AB 
The morning started with a quick trip down to Arenas to drop off CB, who was on his 
way home, and a quick visit to see Jim and drop off the wetsuits borrowed earlier in 
the week. A couple of coffees later AB and I thought we should make our way back 
up the hill, just in time for the gathering thunderclouds to ruin the trip and we could 
use the defence of weather rather than lethargy for not doing anything. 
 
Back at the crossroads the hoped for storm hadn’t occurred so we had to set off for 
T69 to show AB the promising lead up on the Sierra del a Corta. Pleasant walk 
around the Beges track saw us at the cave far too soon and the decision to travel 
light meant we were changed in a matter of minutes. Myself in a pair of pants and 
my over suit, AB in the clothes he walked in, a bit too much like Belize caving! 
 
Excellent progress was made over the next couple of hours. The previous rock 
blocking the way has now been removed revealing an even larger flake resting on 
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what appears to be a solid platform.  Encouragingly the shaft seems more spacious 
than expected and possible only around 8ft down it enlarges. 
 
Some other work undertaken over the past few days: 
T553, close to T69, and also possibly draughting was dropped by DC and CB, down a 
20m pitch to a tight continuation. Still a slight draught, but would require hammering 
to enlarge. 
 
T508 (possible T225 Sima Bromista) was attempted to be identified by JC and MB, 
but the rather precarious nature of the initial pitch was a bit too daunting and the 
previous limit was still not reached. As it stands, we are still unsure whether this is 
Sima Bromista. It’s a cave definitely worth investigation, lying on top of the 
Valdelafuente between Nacimiento and Marniosa.  
1986 description: 
An obscure entrance amongst boulders descends to the left beneath several daylight 
connections to a 10m tight and unstable pitch. The next pitch of 85m follows 
immediately and it is broken at -35m and -60m from the small chamber at the 
bottom it leads, via a small climb, to two decorated chambers and a tight awkward 
20m pitch. The draughting continuation is too tight 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Howling Hole)      DM, NUCC 
Calcite slope was re-climbed and a rope rigged. Due to the vertical nature of the 
slope this will need re rigging as a proper pitch. Large passage leads up to the 
'howling hole' which is effectively a low U-bend in the passage which is likely to be 
short but is flooded. The hole found in the 70's is at eye level and I imagine there was 
a small sump pool at the explorer’s feet which was not thought to be important. This 
pool has now dropped and the sump unroofed which allows the draft through at 
floor level through a small rift in the roof of the sump which is reached via a tight 
and rather awkward crawl. 
 
Cueva de la Marniosa (Sump 1)      PR, SC, DA, AS, PS 
PR and Si went down to Sump 1 and left Di and the others re-surveying in the cave. 
Diver kitted up and dived through the sump, checking the line. Line was intact. Sump 
was short, not 40m, closer to 20m. A relatively easy dive. Returned to base to 
confirm line and sump were ok. 
 
Headed back through sump, de-kitted. Followed river down to head of pitch, quite a 
long way, with relatively easy travel, a couple of awkward sessions. Passed 1 boulder 
collapse chamber, 1 interesting large chamber with 40m aven, stream dripping in 
(need to check where on surface). 
 
Towards pitch, stream disappears, passage is nice / fossil overflow, metre wide 
stream wide, ends in 20m pitch. Possible traverse round RHS. Back from pitch, 
interesting hole going down to stream, a possible free climb with line. 
Found Brian Judd’s bottles from a 2000 trip (2 7l, pressure still in bottles). No 
regulator, so couldn’t check pressure. 4 kl of lead (1x2kg, 2x1kg) 
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Diver returned, kitted up and had valve failure on way back. SC and PR carried all 
dive kit out of cave. Met the survey team at “Smoker’s Corner”, and all exited the 
cave.  
Used 10bar out a 3l for one way. Sump 1 would benefit being re-lined with tag line, 
also requires 1 trip to resurvey passage beyond sump 1 (as original data lost). 
 
20th August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Howling Hole)     DM, NUCC 
First digging attempt with a crowbar and lump hammer. The rock in the rift is coated 
which a thick layer of calcite crystals which come off easily but the rock below is very 
hard. The draft comes out of a slot between calcite shelves just above the surface of 
the sump. I managed to destroy some of these shelves enlarging the area through 
which the draft can come and slackening it off. This was done at full stretch in the 
tight rift however and it was clear that enlargement of the rift before this point was 
necessary. Before departure I inserted myself feet first into the sump pool just 
before the tight squeeze into the rift going over the top. The sump is not roomy but I 
managed to go in up to my neck. It is horizontal and very shallow so blasting over the 
top or free-diving or even diving with a small bottle may be feasible. 
 
21st August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Howling Hole)      DM, JC 
A digging trip. We did significant damage to the rift over the top of the sump but the 
rock is very hard. As water levels were rising we left early. 
 
Going forward; 

 It may be possible to lower the sump by digging away the well consolidated 
gravel bank that may be holding the water. This will require and entrenching 
tool. 

 If the water is lowered then it may be possible to dig through lower down in 
the rift which may be an easier proposition but is currently flooded. 

This is an excellent prospect and it would be worth putting in a number of working 
trips to pass it. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Bone Passage)     DC, DH, MB 
Exploring leads near Bone Passage. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Consort Hall)      PW, MT 
Start of a 3 day underground trip was started with a thunderstorm of epic 
proportions, with Tresviso shrouded in mist, rain and lightning. A small river forming 
in the track outside the hut didn’t bode well, especially for PR and AB who went 
underground the night before. 
 
After about 45 minutes of torrential rain, the sun suddenly came out, so MT (NUCC) 
and I set off quickly down the gorge to embark on a potentially epic trip. The main 
point of the trip was to get some good photos of the furthest reaches of Nacimiento 
and to get the NUCC boys a taste of underground camping. 
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Down at the entrance we bumped into DC, DH and MB who were checking out a lead 
close to “Bone Passage”. The water levels were slightly higher than the first week but 
nothing too dangerous, although the sound of running water was quite obvious at 
the top of the “Ramp”, coming presumably from the “Road to Certain Death” area, 
and not heard previously.  
 
At the 22m pitch we met JC and DM who had been attempting to widen the 
“Howling Hole” lead, but rising water levels had forced a hasty retreat, especially as 
DM was due to catch his flight home on Wednesday and didn’t want to get stuck 
underground for 3 days. Rising water at that point was quite unexpected as I wasn’t 
aware there was a ‘stream’ at the “Howling Hole”, but the sump level had risen 4 
inches while they had been there. As there was not much (known) water activity on 
our route through the cave we waved goodbye and carried on. Initially I was quite 
paranoid, convinced that the sounds of water I could now hear were not there on 
the previous trips. 
 
At the “Hole in the Wall” we picked up the 2 extra rope bags and fuel bottle, left by 
JC and DM. With 2 bags each we started to slow down considerably, although I was 
being particularly careful as my bag was packed with camera gear. 
We were making good progress, so we stopped at “The Oasis” to take some 
photographs. I couldn’t really do the decorations justice, without a wide-angled lens. 
At this point we noticed that we had lost the fuel bottle, fallen out somewhere on 
the way.  Hopefully, they still had some fuel at camp….. I was hungry! 
 
Finally we reached “Consort Hall” and the site of the underground camp at around 
6:30pm. No sign of anyone, just some random camp stuff strewn under various 
alcoves. We dumped the essentials and picked up the water carrier to refill on water 
and take some further photos in the “Big Country” section of cave. We spent about 
an hour taking some photos, until we heard PR returning down the “Son of Ramp”, 
with AB close behind. 
 
Back at camp, a rather lukewarm corned beef hash MOD ration pack, was quickly 
wolfed down and then it was the joy of changing into my night attire; long johns, 
vest, balaclava, all in one base layer and Tesco carrier bags on the feet. I’m sure I 
could have pulled the look off if the base layer had not been a rather sparkly blue 
colour 
and inappropriately tight. Into sleeping bag liner, sleeping bag and bivvy bag and 
then off to a rather sporadic night of sleep. Fairly cold and too many rocks attacking 
me in the night. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Teeth of Satan)      AB, PR 
Back to our far point, we’d spent a lot of time outside trying to make sense of the 
surveys, so we tried to go straight on and up. More climbs, 1st up hard overhang 
finally reaching an area of real caving. PW and MT arrive at camp. 
 
Now over 3 hours, with ropes, to the far end. Strong climbing up more flaky rock by 
Phil, I can confirm this by the amount of the climb which bounced off me as Phil made 
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his way. After a few hours reaching ‘real’ caving was fantastic, up and down canyon 
passage, following the main cave draught. The disappointment was that the passage 
was still well littered with carbide dumps, every time we felt we had surmounted an 
obstacle there was more evidence of the previous explorers, they must have been on 
some powerful drugs to get into the places they did. 
 
22nd August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Teeth of Satan)     PW, AB, PR, MT 
The problem with sleeping in total darkness is that you have no idea what time it is, 
or for how long you’ve slept. Luckily the 8.30am alarm call involved needing a toilet 
break. Side of a rift up the back end of the “Consort Hall” is apparently the historical 
location, so that was used. Surprisingly didn’t feel too bad despite a rough night’s 
sleep and once loaded up with chemicals from the ration packs, felt raring to go.  
 
However, the cold and wet over suit and wet socks dampened my enthusiasm 
slightly, but it was not like there was anything else I could, dusting camp would take 
forever! We set off as 4 but slowly broke up into groups of 2 as PR and AB carried 
onto the start of the ramps and MT and PW carried on with a couple of photos and 
eventually arrived at the “Big Rift”, where we met up with the other 2 again. From 
here we started on the long prussic up the ramps towards Satan’s teeth. 
 
The ramps are now fairly easy to ascend, thanks to the re-rigging that has been 
undertaken, although they remain quite treacherous with the amount of mud. Part 
way up, we passed an aven with water entering, the initial planned objective for the 
trip. However, the boys had carried on rigging up the ramps, following the very 
evident draft. A bit further up, we stopped at an obvious flat section and an 
impressive stalagmite decoration, which we have assumed must be the “Teeth of 
Satan”. 
 
To one side a rather corroded set of climbing gear and an incriminating “SWCC Agua 
87” tackle sack was discovered. Luckily the climbing rope left inside had been put to 
good use the day before. 
 
From here things start to get confusing, the survey from 1986/87 appears to bear no 
relevance to the actual cave passage from this point onwards. According to the 
survey (although I seem to have 3 different incomplete ones) from this point; left 
leads to Death Race 2000, right leads to the Twilight Zone and straight on leads to 
Hells Mouth.  We were not really able to establish any of these from the survey / 
notes apart from it appears straight on and up another ramp leads to the passage 
leading to Death Race 2000. While PR and AB resurvey, MT and PW took a few 
photos and then headed up this ramp and carried on down the large passage (only a 
couple of footprints, but the occasional carbide dump). The passage is impressive 
and part way along a large chamber is encountered. A strong draft was evident 
throughout the passage. Eventually we reached a rift that required a rope to 
descend. 
 
We headed back and met up with the others. With time running short, the de-rig day 
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approaching and no definite reference points to our progress, it was decided to carry 
on with the survey. We would return to camp, taking the final few photos as we 
went. Then tomorrow PR and AB would attempt to establish that this passage was 
the actual “Death Race” passage and locate the end chamber / avens. 
 
The trip back to camp was pretty smooth and once back we set about getting ready 
for another night’s sleep. This time I decided to wear both my under suits and move 
my camping mat onto a flatter area. Meal tonight was a three courser; Pasta with 
Tuna mayo, Lamb Stew and Potato and ginger cake with custard. Distinct lack of tea 
available, so off to bed. 
 

AB 
Surveyed ramps and LHS drop, PW and MT photography. 
Back into the bloody cave bored now, like going to work, though nice to have other 
people around. Surveyed all the way up the ramps to the 86 kit stash, where we 
dropped a short pitch wondering whether it led to the previous team’s way up. It 
didn’t, so they must have free climbed the flakey pitch, we did find some nice pretties 
and possibly a way into the back of the wet aven. Continued to yesterday’s limits and 
beyond before being halted by a traverse or pitch. 3 course meal at camp, very 
civilised. 

Cueva del Nacimiento (The Dragon's Lair)    DC, DH, MB 
Along bone passage there is a flat out sandy crawl with the main passage heading off 
to the right. A lower sandy crawl forwards leads to a left turn, an uphill section and 
then some walking passage. After a short distance there is a U-turn. Just after the U-
turn there is an unexplored sloping passage, heading back in the ceiling. Continuing 
the passage starts to tend down to a sharp left that enters a ramp partway up. Up 
the ramp goes 10 m to a mud slope that is un-climbed, a chamber/passage can be 
seen 4 m above, slight draught down. Down the ramp (25 m rope required) leads to 
a very petty chamber with two holes (10cmx10cm) draughting in. 

23rd August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Exit)        PW, MT 
8.30am start again, better night’s sleep this time, but beginning to smell rather 
funky. With rations running short and another group of 2 NUCC cavers imminent at 
camp, breakfast was some boiled up parmesan pasta bought down the local Spanish 
supermarket. Eaten out of my rather small cup, I was pretty sure it wouldn’t last long 
on the journey back. After some discussions over de-rigging and bags, we departed 
camp with 2 bags each. 
 
The first hour or so seemed rather hazy, lack of food playing havoc with my balance, 
but eventually I got into a rhythm and knocked off the landmarks as I went. A couple 
of photo stops, but as we progressed we became quite aware of the larger than 
normal amounts of water in previously dry sections and the fact we had not yet met 
the incoming group. Perhaps we had been flooded in for the past 2 days (without 
realising it). 
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Eventually the passages in the earlier section of cave started to appear, the sump 
had not filled up again and before long we could hear the roar of the stream. A low 
crawl (previously bailed dry) was now half full, but the stream was finally reached 
and appeared to be only at same level as first day of rigging trip. 
 
Daylight was a welcome relief, despite the rain and we met the NUCC boys waiting, 
Alex had forgotten under suit and needed to borrow MT’s.  Gear stashed and 
farewells said we set off back up the hill and got back to Tresviso around 5ish. 
It later transpired that the water had risen considerably on the Monday after we had 
gone in, with DC, DH and MB having to battle high water on the stream way traverse. 
As an added bonus they found some new cave, around the “Bone Passage” section 
to the cave. 
 
De-rigging starts tomorrow. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Consort Hall)     S, PS 
A trip to Consort Hall and overnight camp, ready to aid de-rig effort. 
 
Cueva del Nacimiento (Teeth of Satan)     AB, PR 
Finished surveying then PR crossed traverse, abseil down climb up and out. To Death 
race! It was huge had a look at a couple of leads including an old inlet on the far side. 
No rope left and at 8pm we started back, accumulating big bags of death , no time or 
energy to clear pitches. Getting back to camp after 11, to find students collapsed in 
bed. 
 
Feeling good as it was the last day, and at some point we must be able to pass the 
previous team’s exploration. Completed survey, spotting some avens up high, exciting 
PR more than me. After a long day we eventually started exploring again, bolting 
across the traverse then dropping a short pitch, every obstacle passed I was 
expecting to find Death Race, but it was never there, lots not mentioned in 
description or survey. After the drop we were faced by another climb, I was all for 
sacking the mission off at that point, it was after 6, we were out of metalwork and 
limited rope. We did what was right, stripping some hangers off the traverse and 
trimming the rope got us moving again. Four bolts got us up it, then finally a black 
space! It was huge, a balcony of boulders arcing round the LHS with a massive cliff 
plunging down the RHS the sound of water rising up from the hole. Ecstatic at 
reaching the Promised Land. We explored around the balcony, following a couple of 
leads but nothing going, time to go home. Misery as the bags got heavier and 
heavier, thought I’d never get back to camp, wishing we’d filled the water container 
before leaving, no tea until that was done. Ate too much too quickly so spent night 
feeling ill. 
 
24th August 2011 
Cueva del Nacimiento  JC, DH, MB, MT, PS, SW, PR, AS, PS, AB, DC, PW, AT, PL 
On Thursday combined tactics saw the underground camp de-rigged and all 'down' 
pitches de-rigged and rope removed. All other climbs have been left rigged, in most 
cases with brand new rope supplied by Lyon Equipment. All future trips should only 
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require rope for the 22m pitch, the 13m Flake Pitch and the 12m pitch into Consort 
Hall.  
 
The rope for the "Big Rift" is in place at the top of the pitch. 
 
In total around 400m of rope has been used to re-rig the whole cave, including the 
ramps. Over 50 new bolts, hangars and maillons have been placed throughout the 
cave. 
 

 
Picture: Top of Satan’s Ramp, Cueva del Nacimiento. (Phil Walker) 
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Appendix B: Expedition Members 
 
In total 15 people from 5 clubs were involved in the 2011 expedition: 
 
South Wales Caving Club (SWCC) 
Maxine Bateman  
Alan Braybrooke  
James Collings 
Duncan Hornby  
Phil Walker  
 
Nottingham University Caving Club (NUCC) 
Alex Slater 
Phil Stringfellow 
Martin Trerise 
Simon Woolhead  
 
Bristol Exploration Club (BEC) 
Dickon Morris  
Phil Rowsell 
 
Society of Lancaster University Graduate Speleologists (SLUGS) 
Colin Boothroyd 
Derek Cousins 
 
Harper Adams University 
Peter Lewis  
Adam Tomlinson 
 
Thanks also due to Dave Checkley, Carolyn Ginnevar, Howard Jones, Roddy 
McLaughlin, Jim Thomson and Julian Walker. 

 
Appendix C: Permission & Permits 

 
The 2011 expedition was run via the Agrupacion Deportiva KAMI club of Madrid, 
using their exploration permits, granted from the Asturian Caving Federation, the 
National Park and the Cantabrian Government. 
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Appendix D: Finance 
 
 

Expenditure £ 

Travel (1) £3,804.64 

Accommodation (2) £796.61 

Food (2) £788.56 

Equipment (3) £839.18 

Member Costs (4) £2,100.00 

  £8,328.99 

Income   

Ghar Parau Grant (5) £300.00 

Welsh Sports Council Grant £800.00 

Member contribution £7,228.99 

  £8,328.99 
 

(1) Travel 
 Car, tolls & petrol for 8 £2135.00 

Flights & buses for 7 £1669.64 

 
£3804.64 

  

(2) Accommodation  
4 members camped, and not included in accommodation or 
food costs  

  

(3) Equipment  
Rigging equipment (bolts, Maillons) £140.00 

Rope (200m x9mm Beal) £208.43 
Tackle Sacks x11 £342.95 

Replacement of Clinometer £61.80 
Replacement of Personal kit  £86.00 

 £839.18 
  

(4) Member Costs  
Personal equipment purchases and personal insurance  

  
(5) Ghar Parau Grant  

Given in full to the student members to contribute to cost  
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Appendix D: Cave Locations 
 
The original locations from the 1970’s and 1980’s expeditions are considerable 
inaccurate when plotted into modern GPS devices.   
 
The following are either new sites or older entrances re-logged, where encountered. 
 
This information is being collated and published on the expedition website. 
(http://www.picosandaracaving.info/). 
 

Cave Area Zone Altitude Easting Northing 

Cueva del Nacimiento Tresviso 30 T 480m 0363921 4789684 

Cueva de la Marniosa Tresviso 30 T 950m 0361359 4790462 

T69 Sierra del a Corta 30 T 1248m 0362742 4789191 

T552 Sierra del a Corta 30 T 1300m 0362574  4788783 

T553 Sierra del a Corta 30 T 1295m 0362591 4788765 

Cowshead Cavern 
(Cueva de la Cabeza de 
Vaca) 

Tresviso 30 T 1200m 0362314, 

 

4790563 

T504 Valdelafuente 30 T 1341m 0361135  4789303 

T507 Valdelafuente 30 T 1355m 0361088  4789306 

T508 Valdelafuente 30 T 1329m 0361133  4789272 

Table: 2011 grid locations, WGS-84 datum. 
 

http://www.picosandaracaving.info/
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Appendix G: Cueva del Nacimiento Survey 


